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The Georgia Institute for Transitional Justice
2014 – 2018 State and Superior Court Data Analysis
Athens-Clarke County, Georgia
SUMMARY
In both the State and Superior Courts, there are racial disparities in terms of sentencing outcomes
when a defendant is sentenced to confinement, the volume of cases that were disposed in both
Courts, and in the geography of defendants’ last known address.
In State Court, for example, when all else is the same, simply being black shows an increase in
confinement by almost 5 days (4.80830) as compared to non-black defendants.
In Superior Court, when all else is the same, simply being black shows an increase in
confinement by almost 63 days (62.74153) as compared to non-black defendants.
Although black males make up only 12.6% of the Athens-Clarke County demographics, over
44.7% of all cases in the State Court, and over 60.2% of all cases in the Superior Court from
the data set were of black male defendants.
In State Court, 56.64% of white males and 58.41% of white females have addresses listed for
Athens, Georgia, as compared to 81.99% of black males and 83.48% of black females.
In Superior Court, 57.17% of white males and 47.33% of white females have addresses listed for
Athens, Georgia, as compared to 82.22% of black males and 77.04% of black females.
There are a few observed instances where the “Gender” category recorded a label other than
male or female. Therefore, we express the results as “non-male”. This means we are looking at a
result that is comparing male to anything non-male. And the same observations were made for
“Race”. Therefore, we are comparing black to labels that are non-black.
At the same time, we observe that “Male” shows an increase confinement in both the State and
Superior Courts. Because “Black” includes more than just black males, and because “Male”
includes more than just black, we ran a regression model with interactive terms (black & male)
to see what effects are observed by being both black and male at the same time. The data
reveals an increase in confinement of almost 18 days in State court and almost 142 days in
Superior Court when a defendant is given confinement as a sentence. This is statistically
significant and more than what we observe for the terms white and male at the same time.
When the terms black and female are looked at together in terms of how they affect
confinement, there is no observable increase. In other words, being a black female does not
affect the outcome of confinement in any statistically significant way.
Two multivariate regression models were used. Table 1 shows the results of the State Court data
and Table 2 shows the results of the Superior Court data. A logit model was also run to check for
robustness concerning whether confinement happens at all (the dichotomy is confinement or not;
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e.g., fines, fees, or other sentence). The results support the multivariate regression models used.
Finally, we use the information from the observed data to run a regression model using
interaction terms to see how black and male interact with each other at the same time in terms of
confinement.
For the purposes of displaying the results, the tables and figures provided here only show offense
codes that occurred with a frequency of at least 1% or more in all total cases.
With the results of the regression models, we were able to take the results from the observed data
and create a predictive model for confinement in both the State and Superior Courts. See Tables
4, 5, 7 and 8.
In both the State and Superior Court, black non-males (generally black females) are predicted to
receive the least time in confinement, followed by non-black non-male (generally white females)
and non-black males (generally white males). When looking at the 95% confidence intervals, not
a single group sees the highest predicted range overlap with even the lowest predicted range for
black males.
Black males (55.6 days) are predicted to receive a sentence with 14.5 more days than the
category with the smallest predicted value, black non-males (generally black females; 31.1 days).
This is an increase of over 56% in terms of days sentenced to confinement.
The predicted difference in the Superior Court between the highest category (black males) and
the category with the smallest predicted value (black non-males) is almost 209 days, or almost 7
months of confinement. This is an increase of 62% in terms of days sentenced to confinement.
Summary of State & Superior Court data
When all else the same (e.g., the cases look alike except for this ONE difference in the
defendant’s case as seen from the observed data):
Black INCREASES days in confinement (we find this to be driven by black males, not black
females).
Having an additional charge INCREASES confinement.
The disposition year (the actual year the case was closed and a sentence handed down) for the
STATE COURT DECREASES confinement over time. We observe smaller confinement
sentences as each year progresses from 2014 to 2015 and then to 2016, etcetera.
However, the disposition year for the SUPERIOR COURT INCREASES confinement over
time.
Male INCREASES confinement (we find this to be true for both white males and black males).
As one might expect, different charges either increase or decrease time in confinement based on
what type of charge it is. A table of charges and their descriptions is at the end of this report.
Please see Table 9: Offense Codes and Description.
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Being a black male increases confinement more than being a white male.
Both white females and black females have the lowest levels of observed days in confinement.

THE DATA
An Open Records Request was received by the Clerk of Superior and State Court of AthensClarke County, Georgia, on April 15th, 2019 for all publicly available cases that had been
disposed by the Courts during the time frame of 2014 – 2018. All court records were closed
cases. The Clerk’s office held back cases that were sequestered by law and were expunged /
redacted for the report, as well as sealed records.
The raw data file was checked for accuracy, duplicates were removed, and outliers were checked
for.
The categories of data obtained include:
CaseStatus
CaseNumber
JudgeName
Address1
City
State
ZipCode
BirthDate
BirthDate
Race
Gender

FullName
Represents
ChargeNumber
OffenseCode
OffenseDescription
OffenseCodeReduced
OffenseDescriptionReduced
DispositionDate
DispositionMethod
SentenceDescription
TermsOfSentence

NumberOfHours
NumberOfDays
NumberOfMonths
WeekendsOnlyCondition
TimeConcurrentCondition
TimeConsecutiveCondition
VictimRestitution
CPN
BaseFine
IDAF
CrimeLab

There are a few clarifications necessary for the categories above. First, there were no names of
defendants included. The category labeled “FullName” refers to the name of who represented the
defendant (public defender, private attorney or firm, or unknown). Additionally, the categories
for hours, days, months, and years were for time listed for probation, confinement, or community
service (which would be labeled in the SentenceDescription category).
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Table 1: The Effect of Race on Time in Confinement, ACC State Court Cases 2014 -2018
VARIABLES

Black
Number of Charges
Disposition Year
Male
Guilty Plea
Representation
OffenseCode1610
OffenseCode1611
OffenseCode1613
OffenseCode1605
OffenseCode1607
OffenseCode1608
OffenseCode1609
OffenseCode0303
OffenseCode4005
OffenseCode4006
OffenseCode4008
OffenseCode4208
OffenseCodeACC0305
Constant

Observations
R-squared

(1)
Time in Confinement [in Days]

(2)
Time in Confinement (include
Non-Confinement as Zeros) [in
Days

4.80830***
(1.637)
2.73134**
(1.190)
-2.74309***
(0.567)
17.75359***
(1.653)
9.14920***
(3.125)
0.63908
(1.870)
9.01827**
(4.262)
-0.95285
(4.241)
1.02994
(4.942)
7.48395*
(3.930)
-0.33631
(3.324)
37.79094***
(4.845)
-1.77321
(6.466)
-14.84252***
(5.185)
38.26932***
(6.333)
-18.95509***
(5.094)
19.30281
(16.569)
20.04657***
(3.907)
-22.33994***
(5.705)
5,540.76718***
(1,142.322)

4.74570***
(1.231)
1.31138**
(0.637)
-2.70973***
(0.412)
15.27912***
(1.166)
9.94749***
(1.600)
0.96008
(1.437)
17.08197***
(3.309)
0.00865
(2.477)
3.00390
(2.942)
9.96715***
(2.277)
5.19607**
(2.114)
22.56178***
(3.033)
-1.14739
(2.825)
-10.93530***
(2.031)
25.30091***
(4.184)
-4.43871*
(2.416)
15.35245
(11.252)
39.30411***
(2.349)
-14.61354***
(2.134)
5,455.73543***
(830.920)

7,707
0.051

10,844
0.073

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Figure 1: Coefficient Plot of Results in Table 1, Model 1
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Figure 2: Coefficient Plot of Results in Table 1, Model 2
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Table 2: The Effect of Race on Time in Confinement, ACC Superior Court Cases 2014 2018
VARIABLES

Black
Number of Charges
Disposition Year
Male
Guilty Plea
Representation
OffenseCode1610
OffenseCode1611
OffenseCode1613
OffenseCode1604
OffenseCode1605
OffenseCode1606
OffenseCode1607
OffenseCode1608
OffenseCode1609
OffenseCode4005
OffenseCode4006
OffenseCode4208
Constant

Observations
R-squared

(1)
Time in Confinement [in
Days]

(2)
Time in Confinement (include Non-Confinement
as Zeros) [in Days]

62.74153**
(30.602)
94.23866***
(17.568)
20.77618**
(10.309)
138.75063***
(33.039)
11.02652
(72.441)
122.99924***
(37.109)
-110.97503
(74.345)
363.08219***
(111.717)
246.69728***
(84.553)
1,066.33051***
(329.965)
319.51501***
(89.328)
2,128.41795***
(433.701)
147.28503*
(79.379)
276.98450***
(83.211)
-194.54401*
(115.399)
-135.73356*
(69.443)
-241.02747***
(90.566)
96.69902
(95.601)
-41989.56942**
(20,818.177)

77.23293***
(20.743)
91.43980***
(12.849)
9.45808
(6.783)
122.89736***
(20.634)
85.14187**
(33.414)
88.26861***
(28.326)
-43.73521
(44.664)
257.02729***
(67.512)
97.49269**
(47.516)
877.35422***
(244.214)
180.14645***
(53.039)
1,748.78772***
(358.424)
110.63927**
(48.078)
212.73769***
(51.917)
-235.13582***
(56.465)
-97.84134**
(41.690)
-125.74565**
(51.675)
321.55203***
(56.568)
-19409.95559
(13,691.638)

4,150
0.186

6,418
0.132
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Figure 3: Coefficient Plot of Results in Table 2, Model 1
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Figure 4: Coefficient Plot of Results in Table 2, Model 2
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Table 3: The Interactive Effect of Race and Male on Time in Confinement, ACC State
Court Cases 2014 -2018
VARIABLES

Black * Male
Black [Non-Male Black]
Male [Non-Black Male]
Number of Charges
Disposition Year
Guilty Plea
Representation
OffenseCode1610
OffenseCode1611
OffenseCode1613
OffenseCode1605
OffenseCode1607
OffenseCode1608
OffenseCode1609
OffenseCode0303
OffenseCode4005
OffenseCode4006
OffenseCode4008
OffenseCode4208
OffenseCodeACC0305
Constant

Observations
R-squared

(1)
Time in Confinement [in Days]

(2)
Time in Confinement (include NonConfinement as Zeros) [in Days]

14.62494***
(3.342)
-6.65119**
(2.763)
9.90836***
(2.608)
2.68037**
(1.187)
-2.77345***
(0.567)
9.33575***
(3.133)
0.69846
(1.868)
8.92870**
(4.251)
-0.81277
(4.237)
1.02272
(4.935)
7.70584**
(3.929)
-0.37596
(3.320)
38.28613***
(4.847)
-0.74003
(6.483)
-15.14598***
(5.171)
38.27859***
(6.326)
-18.75454***
(5.082)
19.54974
(16.573)
20.35951***
(3.911)
-21.65762***
(5.731)
5,607.59321***
(1,143.422)

12.64214***
(2.337)
-4.91526***
(1.886)
8.65919***
(1.757)
1.28965**
(0.638)
-2.73737***
(0.413)
9.89673***
(1.600)
0.99027
(1.436)
16.78071***
(3.299)
0.18028
(2.476)
2.92707
(2.936)
10.07371***
(2.276)
5.25294**
(2.111)
22.81969***
(3.034)
-0.60479
(2.817)
-10.98754***
(2.022)
25.24930***
(4.180)
-4.42996*
(2.411)
15.45103
(11.252)
39.23413***
(2.348)
-13.78071***
(2.143)
5,516.35645***
(831.473)

7,707
0.052

10,844
0.075

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 4: Predicted Time in Confinement, Based on Model 1, Table 3
Predicted Time [in Days]

95% Confidence Interval

Non-Black Non-Male

37.80342

33.48738-42.11947

Non-Black Male

47.71178

44.72188-50.70169

Black Non-Male

31.15223

27.92559-34.37888

Black Male

55.68553

53.28442-58.08664

Table 5: Predicted Time in Confinement (include Non-Confinement as Zeros), Based on
Model 2, Table 3
Predicted Time [in Days]

95% Confidence Interval

Non-Black Non-Male

25.16406

22.2792 -28.0489

Non-Black Male

33.82325

31.67781-35.96869

Black Non-Male

20.2488

17.97734-22.52027

Black Male

41.55013

39.60482 -43.49544
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Table 6: The Interactive Effect of Race and Male on Time in Confinement, ACC Superior
Court Cases 2014 -2018
VARIABLES

Black * Male
Black [Non-Male Black]
Male [Non-Black Male]
Number of Charges
Disposition Year
Guilty Plea
Representation
OffenseCode1610
OffenseCode1611
OffenseCode1613
OffenseCode1604
OffenseCode1605
OffenseCode1606
OffenseCode1607
OffenseCode1608
OffenseCode1609
OffenseCode4005
OffenseCode4006
OffenseCode4208
Constant

Observations
R-squared

(1)
Time in Confinement [in Days]

(2)
Time in Confinement (include NonConfinement as Zeros) [in Days]

154.50182**
(66.005)
-66.50195
(55.342)
54.30811
(52.476)
94.11209***
(17.539)
20.95274**
(10.320)
8.64668
(72.426)
122.37480***
(37.056)
-111.48064
(74.379)
360.82956***
(111.697)
242.56546***
(84.252)
1,062.18270***
(330.251)
321.86807***
(89.322)
2,126.06414***
(433.084)
145.48148*
(79.229)
280.11327***
(83.315)
-193.90616*
(115.376)
-134.26732*
(69.348)
-242.06311***
(90.573)
91.52307
(95.231)
-42275.39026**
(20,836.311)

129.92131***
(41.053)
-28.53886
(33.358)
52.01682
(32.293)
91.31315***
(12.821)
9.43421
(6.782)
82.26580**
(33.426)
87.71499***
(28.280)
-44.89832
(44.693)
255.44719***
(67.474)
92.19784*
(47.339)
872.96456***
(244.312)
183.04440***
(53.098)
1,746.47268***
(357.934)
110.75215**
(48.019)
212.27789***
(51.873)
-234.62153***
(56.389)
-96.42382**
(41.655)
-127.73716**
(51.641)
314.84372***
(56.271)
-19302.59121
(13,689.274)

4,150
0.186

6,418
0.132

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 7: Predicted Time in Confinement, Based on Model 1, Table 6
Predicted Time [in Days]

95% Confidence Interval

Non-Black Non-Male

414.7936

329.1665-500.4207

Non-Black Male

469.1017

413.2814- 524.922

Black Non-Male

348.2917

277.3344-419.2489

Black Male

557.1016

517.4943 -596.7089

Table 8: Predicted Time in Confinement (include Non-Confinement as Zeros), Based on
Model 2, Table 6
Predicted Time [in Days]

95% Confidence Interval

Non-Black Non-Male

230.4872

178.388-282.5865

Non-Black Male

282.5041

246.2152- 318.793

Black Non-Male

201.9484

158.4194-245.4774

Black Male

383.8865

354.5363- 413.2368

Table 9: Offense Codes and Description

Offense Code

Description

1610
1611
1613
1604
1605
1606
1607
1608
1609
0303
4005
4006
4208
ACC0305

Offenses Against Public Administration
Offenses Against Public Order and Safety
Controlled Substances
Criminal Attempt, Conspiracy, and Solicitation
Crimes Against the Person
Sexual Offenses
Damage to and Intrusion Upon Property
Offenses Involving Theft
Forgery and Fraudulent Practices
Regulation of Alcoholic Beverages Generally
Drivers' Licenses
Uniform Rules of the Road
Probation
Disorderly Conduct, Public Intoxication
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